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ABSTRACT
Scale interactions in the coupled ocean and atmosphere of the tropics play a crucial role in shaping the
climate state and its spatial and temporal variability. The mechanisms driving the seasonal cycles of mixed
layer (ML) temperature and salinity in the tropical south Indian Ocean (TSIO) are revisited and quantified
using model and observations to form a basis on which to assess the cycle’s impact on shorter and longer time
scale variability in the region. Budgets of ML heat for the western, central, and eastern TSIO in both model
and observations indicate that seasonality in ML temperature is driven by surface heat fluxes in all regions;
ocean processes, however, are essential to explain east–west differences in the cycle. In contrast, the salt
budgets show that ML salinity in the west and central regions of the TSIO is driven by horizontal advection,
with salinity increasing during austral winter mainly due to meridional advection, and freshening during
spring–summer due to zonal advection; in the east, no single mechanism appears to dominate ML salinity
seasonality. The ML seasonal cycle across the entire region is very much influenced by the basin-scale adjustment that occurs in response to monsoon winds in the eastern side of the basin. Zonal advection, as part of
the adjustment process, is the key mechanism responsible for bringing fresher/colder waters from the east to
the central and western TSIO during austral spring, leading to a lag in the coldest ML temperatures in the east
relative to the west/central TSIO, and effectively coupling the eastern and western TSIO beyond simply
Rossby wave dynamics.

1. Introduction
We examine the mechanisms driving the seasonal cycles
of salinity and temperature in the mixed layer (ML) in the
tropical southern Indian Ocean (TSIO), with a particular
emphasis on the Seychelles–Chagos Thermocline Ridge
(SCTR) and the waters off the coast of Sumatra and Java.
The SCTR, roughly defined as within 128–48S and 558–858E,
Corresponding author: Saulo M. Soares, saulo@hawaii.edu

is a zonally elongated area of shallow thermocline (Fig. 1)
brought about by the annual-mean wind stress curl
pattern (McCreary et al. 1993; Xie et al. 2002). Because
the SCTR region is prone to favor strong air–sea interactions, it is believed to be important for the development and evolution of Madden–Julian oscillation
(MJO) events (e.g., Vialard et al. 2008, 2009). MJOs in
turn influence global precipitation patterns at intraseasonal time scales (Zhang 2005). The open waters off
the coast of Sumatra and Java (e.g., eastern box in Fig. 1)
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FIG. 1. Map of Argo-derived annual mean depth of the 208C
isotherm (z208C) and surface currents from OSCAR (vectors). The
boxes mark the domains used for volume averaging, color-coded
according to the legend in Fig. 3a.

are key to understanding the development of Indian
Ocean dipole (IOD) events, which impact regional
precipitation patterns in the Maritime Continent, Asia,
eastern Africa, and Australia at interannual time scales
(Saji et al. 1999; Webster et al. 1999; Annamalai et al.
2003; Schott et al. 2009; Halkides and Lee 2009; Ogata
et al. 2013; Horii et al. 2013). A complete understanding
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of the mechanics of the seasonal or annual cycle of the
upper ocean in these regions is essential to assess the
ocean’s role in the two phenomena mentioned above.
Our investigation was initially motivated by the Cooperative Indian Ocean Experiment of Intraseasonal
Variability in the Year 2011 (CINDY2011; Yoneyama
et al. 2013) observations at 88S, 80.58E, which show the
arrival of a colder and much fresher near-surface water
mass halfway through November 2011 (Figs. 2b–d). A
previous study (Seiki et al. 2013) implicated anomalous
advection by the annual downwelling Rossby wave in the
abrupt sea surface temperature (SST) cooling. Here, we
demonstrate that this fresher/colder water mass has its
origins in larger-scale zonal advection processes, which
are seasonally locked, and bring waters from off the coast
of Sumatra during austral spring in most years as part of
the basinwide seasonal cycle of the Indian Ocean.
The essential character of the seasonal cycle in the
TSIO is captured by the contrast of warmer, fresher, and
shallower mixed layers from November to April (austral
spring/summer) versus colder, saltier, and deeper mixed

FIG. 2. Surface atmospheric and upper ocean conditions measured from the ship during CINDY2011. (a) Wind
stress magnitude (shading) and direction (unit sticks), rain rate (azure bars), and 3-day low-pass net heat flux (thick
lines; positive heat flux in red and negative in blue). (b) SST (skin and 4-m intake) and surface salinity (4-m intake).
(c),(d) Three-hourly CTD profiles of temperature and salinity, respectively. The gray lines in (c) and (d) denote the
mixed layer depth and the black contours denote the depth of the 208C isotherm. There is a gap in the data between
25 and 30 Oct when the ship left the station.
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layers from May to October (austral fall/winter) as
shown in Fig. 3 and the top panels of Figs. 4–6. It is clear
from these data that seasonality in the SCTR and east
TSIO regions evolves differently, despite the influence
of the same monsoon regime (hereafter, monsoon
means the wind and rain regime of the TSIO and Maritime Continent, not the Indian monsoon regime), and
the existence of westward propagating signals (Fig. 7)
implies that the two regions are also connected, and
therefore should be studied together.
A few past studies have examined the balances and
mechanisms driving the seasonal cycle in these regions
individually. In the SCTR, an earlier study (Zhou et al.
2008) found that seasonal temperatures are mostly driven
by surface fluxes. In subsequent studies, Halkides and Lee
(2011) instead suggested that ocean vertical mixing was
equally important, while meridional advection was found
to be important by Yokoi et al. (2012). These studies analyzed heat budgets derived from ocean general circulation models (OGCMs) and show some agreement with
the observation-based heat balance of Foltz et al. (2010),
except with regard to the seasonality of vertical processes
and that surface heat fluxes lead to warming year round in
the observations. In the eastern end of the TSIO, off Sumatra and Java, the seasonal heat budget is believed to be
dominated by the surface fluxes as well (Du et al. 2005;
Halkides and Lee 2009). Horizontal advection was found
to generally warm the eastern TSIO during most of the
year (Halkides and Lee 2009), despite the fact that north
and westward currents prevail during the southeast trade
winds and waters to the south and east are colder.
Halkides and Lee (2011) also investigated the SCTR
seasonal salinity balance, which was found to be dominated by meridional advection. In contrast, Da-Allada
et al. (2015), analyzing gridded observational products,
suggest the dominance of surface freshwater fluxes in
the SCTR. We note that the studies above emphasize
meridional advection as dominant over zonal advection.
Surprisingly, despite the importance of salinity to the
upper ocean density structure, no study to our knowledge has provided a closed salinity budget at seasonal
scales in the eastern TSIO.
As seen above, the literature on ML seasonality in the
TSIO is scattered and often conflicting, with studies using
distinct datasets and methodologies and focusing on different regions. We further point out that none of the
aforementioned studies evaluates the role of eddy fluxes
of heat and salt that could rectify into monthly means.
The overarching goal of our investigation is to present a
comprehensive and unified picture of the processes
driving the seasonal cycles of temperature and salinity
across the Southern Hemispheric tropical Indian Ocean.
This enables us to identify austral spring as a pivotal time
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FIG. 3. Seasonal cycles of domain volume averaged mixed layer
properties: (a) temperature, (b) salinity, and (c) depth. Thick full
lines indicate Argo-derived quantities, while thin dashed lines indicate POP-derived quantities. Domains used for averaging are
shown in Fig. 1.

to study many features of the seasonal cycle across the
basin to help us understand variability at higher and lower
frequency. The investigation here is carried out by calculating ML salt and heat budgets in a model and in
gridded observational products. To determine the origins
of water masses and connect the seasonal-scale processes
to the CINDY2011 observations, we use an ocean reanalysis flow field to track particles alongside their temperature and salinity history.
This paper is organized as follows: in section 2 we describe the model, observational, and ocean reanalysis
datasets used in the investigation, while section 3 compares the seasonal cycle features between the model and
observations. Section 4 presents the formulation and algorithm of the ML heat and salt budgets. The results for
the seasonal monthly-mean budgets are detailed and
discussed in section 5. Section 6 deals with the results of
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FIG. 4. Maps of mixed layer temperature averaged for austral (left) spring/summer and (right) fall/winter derived
from (top) Argo vs (bottom) POP. Streamlines denote the associated circulation (using OSCAR as current
observations).

particle tracking that help connect the broader budget
results to the CINDY2011 observations. Section 7 summarizes our main findings and discusses some of their
broader implications.

2. Data
a. Model
To fully describe the seasonal budgets of ML temperature and salinity along the TSIO, we use output from a
numerical global OGCM. The model we use is the Parallel Ocean Program version 2 (POP), the ocean component of the Community Earth System Models (Smith
et al. 2010). POP is a z-level vertical coordinate model
(using 62 levels) configured on a global tripole B grid. The
horizontal resolution of the model is 0.18 and the vertical
resolution is 10 m in the upper 160 m, increasing to 250 m
in the deep ocean. The surface ML and boundary layer
dynamics and interior diapycnal mixing are handled by
the K-profile parameterization (KPP; Large et al. 1994).
Subgrid lateral mixing is parameterized with a biharmonic operator with hyperviscosity and diffusivity
scaled by the cube of the local grid spacing.
In this study, we use climatological, monthly averaged three-dimensional fields of temperature T, salinity S, and zonal, meridional, and vertical components
of velocity (u, y, and w, respectively), as well as all
monthly averaged three-dimensional fluxes (including
surface and eddy) and tendencies of heat and salt from

the output of a single nondated simulation called the
POP normal-year forcing experiment. Henceforth we
reference these data simply as the POP model. The
normal-year forcing constitutes a synthetic, repeated
year of meteorological forcing data at 6-h intervals
constructed from the Coordinated Ocean-Ice Reference Experiment (CORE), which is essentially an adjusted product blending reanalysis and remote sensing
atmospheric data for the 1948–2009 period (Large and
Yeager 2004, 2009). The air–sea fluxes of momentum,
heat, and freshwater are then computed at the same
interval by combining the CORE meteorological information with the model’s predicted SST and velocity
(Bryan and Bachman 2015). The monthly averaged
state variables and all fluxes required to recover the
exact term balances are calculated from 5-day outputs of the last 5 years of a 20-yr-long integration. We
then compute ML and domain averages of all quantities offline, as described in section 4 using the ML definition outlined below. More information on the model
physics and configuration can be found in Bryan and
Bachman (2015).

b. Gridded observational products
Our study makes use of gridded observational products 1) to evaluate the simulated seasonal cycles of ML
properties and 2) to compute tendency, horizontal advective, and surface forcing terms in the heat and salt
budgets at seasonal time scale. For ocean ML properties (temperature, salinity, and ML depth, hereinafter
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FIG. 5. As in Fig. 4, but for mixed layer salinity.

referred to as MLT, MLS, and MLD) we use Argo data
(Argo 2018) that have been objectively interpolated into a
18 3 18 grid and monthly averaged (Lebedev et al. 2010a,
b). The criterion for MLD used in this product is the depth
at which density increases by an amount equivalent to a
temperature drop of 0.28C from the density value at 10 m.
We therefore use this same criterion of ML definition to
form model ML properties and budgets.
Similarly to previous studies (e.g., Da-Allada et al.
2015), we assume that OSCAR currents (Bonjean and
Lagerloef 2002; Earth Space Research 2009) represent the
depth averaged ML currents, and use them to examine the

circulation patterns and compute the horizontal advection
terms in the observed temperature and salinity budgets.
OSCAR currents are originally available as 5-day means
on a 1/38 resolution grid. We then calculate monthly means
and use a conservative scheme to regrid the OSCAR data
onto the Argo ML product 18 3 18 grid.
To estimate the sampling errors for the Argo ML
product (see appendix A) we turn to a 38 3 38 horizontally
binned version of the monthly averaged Argo ML product.
A similar resolution Argo product of climatologically averaged isopycnals (Lebedev et al. 2010a,b) is used to plot
the depth of the thermocline as the 208C isotherm depth.

FIG. 6. As in Fig. 4, but for mixed layer depth.
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FIG. 7. Hovmöller diagrams of zonal and seasonal anomalies in the 128–48S band for (top) observations and (bottom) POP. The thin
black contours show sea surface height anomalies at 65 and 610 cm (63 and 66 cm for POP) levels (filled positive; dashed negative; gray
dash–dotted the zero contour). Shading shows anomalies in mixed layer (a) temperature, (b) salinity, (c) depth, (d) zonal component of
velocity, and (e) meridional component of velocity.

For solar shortwave radiation, latent, sensible, and
longwave radiation heat fluxes, as well as evaporation
at the air–sea interface, we use the OAFlux dataset
(Yu et al. 2008, accessed via the APDRC). For precipitation, we use the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) 3B43 product version 7 (Huffman et al.
2007; TRMM 2011) available at 0.258 resolution. Both
these datasets are comprised of monthly averaged quantities covering the 2005–16 period. OAFlux is available
in the same 18 3 18 grid as Argo. All other surface data are
regridded onto the Argo grid.
All gridded products described in here comprise 12
years of data covering the same period of 2005 to 2016.
Note that OAFlux depends on shortwave and longwave
radiation data from ISCCP (Rossow and Schiffer 1999).
The record of ISCCP data, however, ends in 2009. Hence,
we turn to the ERA-Interim reanalysis (ERA-I; Dee

et al. 2011) to address the heat budget in years 2010 to
2016. Monthly averages are formed from the 12 h accumulated ERA-I net shortwave and longwave radiation
surface flux fields. We compare the ERA-I radiative flux
components to those of OAFlux for their overlapping
period (2005–09) and, despite some differences and biases, find that both datasets are largely consistent. We
correct some of the obvious bias issues in ERA-I using
linear fit parameters obtained from the period when
OAFlux/ISCCP and ERA-I overlap (see appendix A).

c. Ancillary observations and ocean reanalysis
products
We examine in situ data from CINDY2011 to connect
the seasonal-scale processes to local conditions observed
at 88S, 80.58E in the central TSIO. Here, we focus on
upper ocean measurements of T, S, and meteorological
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variables (winds, air temperature, rain rate, and downward shortwave and longwave radiation) from 30 September through 28 November 2011 taken aboard the R/V
Mirai. Air–sea fluxes of heat and wind stress are calculated with the COARE 3.0 bulk flux algorithm (Fairall
et al. 2003) using 30-min averages of high-frequency
surface ocean and meteorological data. We also use 3hourly, 1-dB resolution CTD T/S data. From the CTD
data, we estimate a MLD corresponding to a density
difference of 0.03 kg m23 from the surface value, which
yields a good correspondence with the elevated levels
of turbulence measured during this period (not shown).
To estimate some of the random errors and biases in the
gridded surface flux products, we use flux estimates based
on measurements from the Research Moored Array for
African–Asian–Australian Monsoon Analysis and Prediction (RAMA) buoys (McPhaden et al. 2009) and the
COARE3.0 algorithm. A total of 13 buoys are available
within the TSIO area, providing monthly means of surface
latent, sensible, and shortwave radiation, evaporation, and
precipitation for most of the 2005–16 period to make direct
comparisons to the products. Longwave radiation data,
however, have limited availability. To assess the model
eddy kinetic energy (EKE) levels, we turn to the Global
Drifter Program (GDP) climatology on near-surface currents (Laurindo et al. 2017) and specifically to its data on
current variance (annual mean). The RAMA and GDP
datasets are available online [see NOAA (2016) and
NOAA (2018), respectively].
Finally, we look to the MERCATOR global ocean
analysis product (http://cmems-resources.cls.fr/documents/
PUM/CMEMS-GLO-PUM-001-024.pdf) to provide high
spatial and temporal resolution near-surface currents
(taken to be upper 20-m averages) during 2011. The
MERCATOR output of the global assimilation system is
available as daily averages at a 1/128 horizontal resolution
grid with vertical resolution varying around 1 m in the
upper 30 m. The high-resolution currents are used to perform Lagrangian tracking of particles (virtual floats). A
brief description of the tracking algorithm is contained
in appendix B. Near-surface T/S values extracted from
MERCATOR are recorded along the many particle’s
trajectories.

Norm. Standard Deviation
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FIG. 8. Taylor diagrams comparing several mixed layer/surface
POP quantities to observations for (a) annual mean spatial pattern
and (b) seasonal cycle amplitude (magenta) and phase (green)
spatial patterns. The diagram is normalized by the observations,
and model–observation differences taken in the area between
158S–08 and 508–1158E, after conservative regridding onto the Argo
grid. The seasonal cycle’s amplitude and phase are obtained following the method of Stine and Huybers (2012).

3. Model versus observations comparison
The overall skill of POP in simulating the spatial
patterns of the annual mean and seasonal cycle of the
ML in the TSIO is summarized by the Taylor diagrams
shown in Fig. 8. POP simulates very accurately the annual mean MLT and MLS pattern. While the model
annual mean MLD pattern correlates well with the observations, it shows more variability (Fig. 8a). POP is

also skillful in reproducing the pattern of the persistent
surface zonal currents like the South Equatorial Current
(SEC; u in Fig. 1), but shows poor skill for the meridional
component of velocity (Fig. 8a).
The model shows high skill in simulating the spatial
patterns of the amplitude and phase of the seasonal
cycle of MLT (Fig. 8b). The amplitude (phase) of the
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POP MLS cycle correlates (poorly correlates) with observations, but systematically overestimates both amplitude and phase spatial variability (Fig. 8b). The
pattern of the MLD cycle amplitude is well reproduced
(high correlations) by the model albeit also with excessive spatial variability; its phase, however, is not at all
(Fig. 8b). Likewise, POP shows skill for the patterns of
the seasonal amplitude of u but not for its phase; for the
cycle of y, POP shows general poor skill (cf. Fig. 8b).
The Taylor diagrams imply that POP is not very
skillful in reproducing the spatial pattern of the phase of
the seasonal cycle (all above skill assessments are
qualitatively insensitive to exact domain specifications).
Domain volume-averaged quantities (Fig. 3), however,
strongly indicate that the cycle’s amplitude and phase
are well resolved in the regions of interest, with the exception of east TSIO salinity where the amplitude is
overestimated. Most importantly, POP reproduces the
lag in the coldest MLT of the east TSIO. Here, we give
much attention to this lag, as it has been overlooked in
the literature and is tightly connected with the MLS
freshening in the central TSIO.
Biases in the model are obvious. The model MLD is
biased deep by ;15 m, and more so toward the west
TSIO (e.g., Fig. 3c). POP is also systematically colder,
especially during summer in the west TSIO, and saltier.
It is unclear exactly how much of the cold and salty bias
is due to the biased-deep MLDs.
Since the maps of differences in phase are noisy, and
to try and better understand the model’s skill, we detail
the large-scale spatial patterns of seasonal ML properties and associated circulation, contrasting maps for
November–April and May–October averages between
the observations and POP (Figs. 4–6). These averaging
periods bracket the peaks (around March/April) and
troughs (circa August/September) of ML properties
along the TSIO and the respective warming/freshening
and cooling/increase-in-salinity phases (Fig. 3).
In terms of the MLD, the POP does a reasonable job
in capturing the year-round shallower MLs associated
with the SCTR and the larger-scale distribution of MLD
(Fig. 6). The model also qualitatively reproduces the
deeper MLD in the Arabian Sea and the relatively
shallower MLDs of the Bay of Bengal, with slightly
better agreement between model and observation during winter than during summer.
The model reproduces the large-scale spatial distribution of MLT in both seasons reasonably well, including the wintertime upwelling off the coast of Somalia
and cold tongue south of Sri Lanka, the summertime
warmer equatorial east Indian Ocean, and the colder
southeastern TSIO (Figs. 4a,c). During summer, POP
shows MLTs in excess of 298C south of the equator and
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toward the east, which are displaced northward in the
observations (Figs. 4a,c). In the TSIO, there appears to
be a weaker meridional gradient of MLT north of 108S
(Figs. 4b,c).
The large-scale spatial distribution of model MLS in
both seasons (Fig. 5) agrees reasonably well with observations, simulating both the equatorial tongue of
salty water and the TSIO tongue of low salinity
water during November–April, as well as the generally
fresher bay of Bengal and saltier Arabian Sea. POP
also captures the retreat of the fresher tongue during
winter with the accompanying southeastward spread
of high-salinity water from the Arabian Sea into the
SCTR western dome (Fig. 5b). Along the south of
Sri Lanka, however, the model exaggerates this expansion, introducing an unrealistically large meridional gradient (Fig. 5c).
Perhaps the starkest contrast is between POP’s basinwide circulation and that of OSCAR during
November–April (see the streamlines in Figs. 4a,c),
while the May–October period sees better agreement
(cf. Figs. 4b,d). The SCTR cyclonic gyre (its westernmost dome) in POP is displaced to the southwest on
both seasons, and the currents within the TSIO are
oriented much more north–south during summer than
in OSCAR.
The annual downwelling Rossby wave is a prominent
signal in the TSIO (Périgaud and Delecluse 1992;
Schott et al. 2009). We examine zonal and seasonal
anomalies in ML variables in relation to thermocline
displacements [indicated by sea surface height (SSH)]
to highlight the many westward signals (Fig. 7). The
Rossby wave passage (marked by the positive SSH)
leaves a strong signature in MLT in the central/eastern
TSIO, particularly around 908E (Fig. 7a). The Rossby
wave passage, however, does not coincide with MLT
anomalies in other longitudes and or with the strongest
anomalies in MLS anywhere along the TSIO, implying
that other dynamics are more important. POP adequately simulates the Rossby wave (e.g., its phase
speed and zonal extent, as inferred from SSH) and the
key westward signals in ML variables (Fig. 7), although
with varying degrees of skill (e.g., poorer skill for
MLS). An exception is the westward anomalies in the
zonal component of the current that occur in the wake
of the Rossby wave, a consequence of the weaker,
narrower, and southward displaced spring jets (see
section 6a) in the model.

4. Mixed layer budget formulation
The month-to-month evolution of the model ML salt
and heat budgets is given by
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where T stands for tracer (temperature or salinity), v is
the three-dimensional current vector, kz is the vertical
diffusivity and kz G the KPP countergradient flux (Large
et al. 1994), AT is the horizontal hyperdiffusivity coefficient, and the subscript H denotes the horizontal
component. The overbars denote monthly mean fields
and the angle brackets denote averaging
in a ML of
Ð z50
depth h(x, y, t); that is, h i 5 h21  z52h dz. The prime
quantities represent eddying motions with time scales of
less than 30 days.
In (1), the SF term represents net surface forcing, which
for temperature and salinity are respectively given by
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p

Sref (E 2 P) ,

9
>
if T is temperature >
=
if T is salinity

>
>
;

, (2)

where r is the density of seawater and Cp its specific
heat, q0 is the shortwave radiation (QSW) at the surface
and q2h is the penetrative shortwave radiation, Q is the
sum of outgoing longwave radiation, latent, and sensible
surface heat fluxes, E is evaporation, P is precipitation,

and Sref 5 34.7 is a constant reference salinity used for
conversion of freshwater flux to virtual salinity flux.
The next four terms in (1) represent, respectively, the
vertical diffusion (i.e., turbulent mixing), the divergence of the mean advective tracer flux, the divergence of eddy advective tracer flux (i.e., rectifying
role of eddy fluxes), and the horizontal diffusion of
the tracer.
We volume average
ÐÐ (1) over a large horizontal domain, as in fg 5 VD21 x,y hdydx, where VD (t) is the total
volume of the domain. Since the model outputs all the
above required time-averaged fluxes, tendencies, and
mean fields, we readily obtain the eddy fluxes and we
comfortably perform all integrations offline such that
(1) and its volume-averaged version close exactly. To
look at individual components of advection in an unambiguous manner (i.e., independent of the definition
of zero tracer value; see Lee et al. 2004), we make use
of a volume-weighted average reference value,
 and subtract vTr from the monthly-mean adTr [ fTg
vective fluxes prior to the integrations.
The form of (1) is not suitable for our gridded
monthly and ML averaged observations, as we do not
have access to averaged fluxes and tendencies like we
do for POP. Following Moisan and Niiler (1998), we
obtain a budget equation for ML quantities whose
mean advection is relative (to a constant reference
tracer value) flux form rather than gradient form:
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h
2h
 represents Argo-derived monthlyIn the above, hTi
mean ML depth-averaged tracer quantities; hui and hyi
are the OSCAR monthly mean surface zonal and meridional currents, respectively. The SF term above is
practically identical to (2): for model penetrative heating at z 5 2h we assume Argo floats sample a Jerlov
water type 1A (no sensitivity to similar open-water types
was found), while no reference salinity Sref is used for
the surface freshwater flux. Instead, we use the corresponding S. Also, net fluxes are obtained from monthly
averaged fluxes. These fluxes are distributed evenly in
the Argo monthly mean MLD (h above).
We are able to compute the first five terms in (3). The
tendency term in (3) is computed with central differences while the advective flux terms are evaluated from

(3)

staggered, interpolated values at the boundaries of the Argo
T grid cells. The fourth term on the right-hand side (RHS)
of (3) is mostly negligible. Any unbalanced remainder in (3)
is referred to as the residual R. Each term is calculated for
every month in the time series and a seasonal composite for
every calendar month is calculated by averaging over the 12
years. The divergences of horizontal fluxes that depart from
the vertical mean [fifth term on the RHS of (3)] and the
subsurface terms [entrainment, lateral induction, and vertical advection, the last three terms on the RHS of (3)], as well
as the rectified impact of eddy/turbulent fluxes (not explicitly written), are unresolved processes that, together with
errors in the observations, contribute to R.
Entrainment/detrainment and lateral induction along a
sloping ML are important processes/terms often mentioned
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in ML budget studies (e.g., Moisan and Niiler 1998; Kim
et al. 2006, 2007). Unlike in (3), these terms are bundled and
not explicitly separated in (1); in (1), lateral induction is
part of the horizontal advection terms and entrainment/
detrainment is part of the tendency term; see (4) below. The
reason for not separating them out is that calculation of
these terms is nontrivial (e.g., Kim et al. 2006), especially
when done offline from time-averaged data (whether observed or model-based), which prevents an exact (to numerical precision) closure of budgets.
Given its relevance in interpreting ML budgets, and
because we want to compare the tendencies in (1) with
those from the observations [see (3)], we compute estimates of entrainment/detrainment from the model monthly
mean output using
 
›T
›t

5

 
›hTi
›t



21 ›h 
1 h
(hTi2T2h ) ,
›t

(4)

where T2h is the tracer value of the water to be entrained/detrained. First, we use the scheme proposed by
Kim et al. (2006) to calculate the second term on the
RHS of (4). Second, we use central finite differences on
the monthly averaged output to evaluate the tendencies
in the LHS and RHS of (4) and take the difference between the two. We average both methods to provide a
best estimate for the entrainment/detrainment in the
model. Bounds for the entrainment estimate are given
by contrasting the result obtained using the Kim scheme
with that obtained by taking the difference between
tendencies on the LHS and on the RHS of (4). Again,
because these terms are calculated from time-averaged
state variables, we cannot close the budget exactly as
in (1); however, adding this entrainment/detrainment
estimate to the tendency in (1) should produce a reasonable approximation of the tendency of the ML averaged tracer.

5. Seasonal ML budgets
We examine the seasonal budgets of MLS and MLT in
three domains along the TSIO (shown in Fig. 1a), respectively representing, from west to east, the western
sector of the SCTR (west box), the central Indian Ocean
(eastern sector of the SCTR) (central box), and the
waters offshore Sumatra and Java (east box). Equations
(1) and (3), as well as the reference values Tr and Sr , are
evaluated for these domains. The choice of these domains follows from the literature to allow us to gauge the
extent to which domain configuration impacted comparisons among past studies. We focus first on the model
budgets and consider the relative contribution of the
various terms and processes driving MLS and MLT.
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These are then compared with the observation-based
budgets.

a. Salinity
In the POP model, the increase in ML salinity during
fall and winter in the western SCTR (Fig. 9a) is driven by
meridional advection, while freshening in spring and
early summer is driven by zonal advection. Freshening
from surface fluxes peaks in January with the wet
monsoon, maintaining the negative salinity tendencies
at that time. During late winter when net evaporation is
largest and would drive positive salinity tendencies, the
surface flux is offset by the combination of the weaker
but negative vertical processes, eddy and zonal-mean
advection. In late spring, the reversal of the Indian
monsoon winds over the Northern Hemisphere Indian
Ocean weakens both the meridional advection of salt,
reversing the southward currents that bring salty waters
from the Arabian Sea, and the surface flux, with the
onset of the rainy season in the TSIO. At the same time,
freshening from zonal advection increases due to the
inflow of low-salinity water from the east.
A similar picture emerges for the central domain
(Fig. 9b): meridional advection dominates wintertime
salinity increase and zonal advection dominates spring
freshening. Here, however, the impact of advection is
more pronounced, which explains why the amplitude of
the salinity annual cycle is largest in the central TSIO.
Throughout the year, surface freshwater fluxes are offset by vertical mixing such that tendencies are mostly
driven by the imbalance between meridional and zonal
advection. During spring, the salinity flux at the eastern
boundary of the central domain is very large, driving the
net zonal advection freshening, since in the western
boundary the flux is negative but weaker (due to weaker
westward currents), exporting fresher water to the west.
As seen later, this mechanism is tied with MLT changes
in the east.
The above results are consistent with the budget estimated from the gridded observations (Figs. 9d,e). Agreement between the POP model and the observations for
tendencies and horizontal advection components, with
few exceptions, is particularly encouraging. The residual
curves imply a process that largely offsets the surface
freshwater fluxes in similar fashion to the vertical processes in the model.
In the eastern end of the TSIO, MLS in the model
exhibits a seasonal cycle that is nearly absent in the observations (e.g., Figs 9c,f and also Fig. 3b). Despite a
strong seasonality in the E 2 P pattern present in both
model (Fig. 9c) and observations (Fig. 9f), it does not
appear to drive the tendencies; the E 2 P pattern in the
east box, we note, is in sync with and of similar amplitude
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FIG. 9. Mixed layer salinity budgets for (top) POP and (bottom) observations (seasonal composites) volume
averaged in the three domains shown in Fig. 1: (a),(d) west, (b),(e) central, and (c),(f) east. For the observationbased calculation, the background shading denotes the uncertainty in each term using the range of its monthly
means from the 12 years of data. Labels are according to (1) and (3) for model and observations, respectively.

to the center of the basin, and model–observations agreement is good. The large model–observation disagreements for other terms and the large residuals in the
observations make understanding MLS budgets challenging here. In the model budget, we see that the role of
subsurface/vertical processes is much larger than to the
west (arguably the leading term), supplying salt to the
ML year round, thereby once again offsetting the surface flux–induced freshening during the wet season and
making large contributions during the dry season.
Consideration of both budgets together, however, suggests that no single mechanism drives the tendencies in
any season.
There is less precipitation in the CORE forcing than
in TRMM, and hence surface freshwater fluxes are
weaker in the model than in the observations during the
wet season. As a consequence, in the model west domain, only the January freshening tendency is driven by
the surface fluxes, whereas in the observation-based
budget the surface fluxes drive freshening tendencies
from December through February. It is safe to say then
that surface fluxes drive MLS tendencies during the
peak wet season in the SCTR, but less so in the eastern
TSIO.
Our results, from both model and observations, support a middle ground view between the conclusions of
Halkides and Lee (2011) and Da-Allada et al. (2015),

whereby ocean advection (in our case zonal) and surface
fluxes control seasonal ML freshening in the SCTR,
while meridional advection controls seasonal increases
in MLS. In agreement with Halkides and Lee (2011),
subsurface processes in the SCTR appear to be secondary for model MLS, but, as discussed in section 5d,
may be more important in reality. These general assessments hold when we average the budget within the
exact domain used by Halkides and Lee (2011) and DaAllada et al. (2015).

b. Temperature
The MLT budget for the model and observations is
shown in Fig. 10. In contrast to MLS, the MLT seasonal
changes in the TSIO are dominated by surface fluxes
rather than horizontal advection. These results agree
with first-order results of past studies, both in regards to
the SCTR area (Foltz et al. 2010; Halkides and Lee 2011;
Yokoi et al. 2012), as well as with those of Halkides and
Lee (2009) for the eastern TSIO. All along the TSIO,
temperature changes in both model and observations
closely track the surface fluxes (although model and
observed surface fluxes do not always agree), with a
notable exception in late winter and early spring.
This does not imply that ocean dynamics are irrelevant. From late fall to spring (May–October), horizontal
advection, specifically meridional advection driven by
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FIG. 10. As in Fig. 9, but for mixed layer temperature.

strong southward monsoon currents, supplies heat to the
ML in the SCTR (Figs. 10a,b,d,e), countering some of
the loss of heat from negative surface net heat fluxes and
vertical/subsurface processes. In the east domain, although meridional advection (Figs. 10c,f) is also the
primary supplier of heat offsetting late wintertime
cooling by surface fluxes, it is weaker than to the west.
From November to April, with the cessation of horizontal heat advection, warming is clearly driven by the
surface fluxes in all domains.
From Fig. 3a, one can see that the MLT seasonal cycle is
slightly out of phase across the TSIO: in the eastern end, it
is coldest later (September vs August), and in the central
area (roughly 758–958E), the cycle’s amplitude is reduced,
with little cooling during winter. Ocean dynamics also accounts for both features. Despite some (small) differences
in the observed surface fluxes along the TSIO belt (e.g.,
shorter duration of cooling season in the west), they clearly
cannot explain why the west domain sees much colder
MLTs or why the east domain is coldest later.
The lag manifests in the warming tendencies occurring
in late winter/early spring, in the west and central domains (Fig. 10), as well as with the cooling tendencies
that remain through September in the east domain according to the observations (Fig. 10f). Recall that the
warming (cooling) tendencies are more (less) prominent
in the model because the entrainment/detrainment term
is wrapped into the ML averaged tendencies [see (4) and
Fig. 11]. The warming tendencies in the west and central
domains are driven by a weakening and subsequent

switch to a positive contribution from vertical processes,
coupled to an increase in zonal advection of heat
(Figs. 10a,b). This decrease in cooling by subsurface
processes is caused by both a weakening of turbulent
mixing and a large positive vertical advection spike
(Figs. 11d,e). We attribute this reduction in subsurface
influences to the combined effects of weakening winds
and deepening thermocline, of which the latter can be
associated with the annual Rossby wave. The increase in
zonal advection warming is driven by large heat gains
through the western boundary of the central and west
domains.
Along the TSIO, MLTs start cooling around April
(Figs. 10d–f), which, for the SCTR region, is before the
surface net heat flux becomes negative (e.g., Figs. 10d,e).
According to the model, the cause for the early cooling
tendencies in SCTR are subsurface processes, particularly mixing and entrainment, as well as vertical advection in the west domain (Figs. 11d,e). The western SCTR
sector experiences much colder winter MLTs when
compared with the eastern SCTR because of stronger
subsurface fluxes in fall that persist through to July,
coupled with relatively less input of heat from the north
all winter long (Figs. 10a,d vs Figs. 10b,e). The same
argument helps explain the even larger differences in
fall/winter MLT between the west and east domains
(Fig. 3a).
We therefore deem that subsurface processes, even if
overall secondary in magnitude to horizontal advection
as the model suggests, make nonnegligible contributions
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FIG. 11. Breakdown of vertical/subsurface terms in the POP (top) salt and (bottom) heat budgets in each domain.
The yellow line is the same as in the top panels of Figs. 9 and 10, with individual contributions by mixing in blue and
vertical advection in orange. The best estimate for the entrainment/detrainment term is shown in black, with the
gray shading indicating its uncertainty (see section 4).

to the seasonal MLT evolution in the SCTR area. It is
again a middle ground view between Halkides and Lee
(2011) and Yokoi et al. (2012) about which is the dominant ocean mechanism.
The main characteristic of the eastern domain budget
is the relative unimportance of vertical processes in
the model heat budget for the majority of the year (Fig.
10c). Halkides and Lee (2009) obtained a similar result.
Cooling by vertical processes is only significant in late
winter and is largely counteracted by warming from eddy
advection (yellows vs black lines in Fig. 10c). Given that
strong southeast winds prevail during this time, the absence of subsurface influences in April–June indicates a
strong influence of a depressed thermocline at this time
(also associated with the Rossby wave). The resulting
small cooling tendency during this period leads to the
smaller amplitude of the MLT cycle east of 808E (Fig. 3a).
Furthermore, unlike regions to the west, zonal advection in late winter and early spring promotes strong
cooling of the ML (a robust result seen in both observations and model; Figs. 10c,f). This cooling is primarily due
to westward currents that bring colder waters from farther east, from south of Java and the western Indonesian
islands, and secondarily to the export of heat to the west
in its western boundary (thus tied to the freshening of
MLS in the central TSIO). This result is the opposite of
what Halkides and Lee (2009) found. In the observations

(Fig. 10f), this negative zonal advection directly leads to a
delay of MLT warming in the east, whereas in POP it
leads to strong cooling in August (Fig. 10c). Zonal advection is, therefore, essential to explain the lag in the east
TSIO MLT cycle.

c. Vertical subsurface processes, annual Rossby wave,
and eddy fluxes
One of the key advantages of examining a model budget
is the ability to accurately quantify the contribution of
vertical or subsurface processes to the ML budget. Given
their importance to the budgets, here we assess the relative
role of vertical mixing by subgrid turbulence, vertical advection, and entrainment/detrainment.
As expected, of the subsurface components, vertical
mixing is the most important source of cooling year
round across the TSIO (all domains) and is particularly
strong during winter, peaking in July (Figs. 11d–f), when
winds are stronger. In the SCTR (Figs. 11d,e), cooling by
vertical mixing has a seasonal minimum in October
when the ML shoals and the thermocline deepens. In the
east, vertical mixing of heat in the ML is generally weak
from December to June, and strong from July to November. Vertical mixing of heat is weak in April–June,
likely due to influence of the annual Rossby wave
(Fig. 7). Of the subsurface processes, vertical mixing is
also the main source of salt to the ML in the eastern
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domain year round (where it makes a large impact
on the MLS budget) and an important one during
November–May in the central domain; its contribution
is small in the west domain, with loss of salt during
winter [a result of large increases in sea surface salinity
(SSS) from the model elevated evaporation rates].
Entrainment/detrainment generally follows the pattern of MLD change, which in turn generally follows the
cycle of surface fluxes, leading to salinity increase and
cooling in the ML when it deepens in fall/winter and
freshening/warming when it shoals in spring. Although
usually a smaller term than the combined mixing and
advection, its contribution is nonnegligible during peak
winter and spring (when detrainment occurs throughout
the TSIO). Entrainment is particularly important for
MLT in the west domain, presumably because of the
much shallower thermocline therein, whereas its importance decreases to the east. For instance, in the west
domain, during June/July, it may be about half of the
averaged tendencies in the ML (Fig. 10a) and account
for much of the difference between the types of tendencies shown in Figs. 10a and 10d. Entrainment of salt
into the ML is comparatively much weaker (Fig. 11a),
but as with all subsurface terms in the west domain, this
is due to weak vertical salinity gradients in this region (at
least in POP). Entrainment and detrainment of salt is, as
the other subsurface components are, more important in
the central and east domains, where strong vertical salinity gradients can develop due to the presence of nearsurface fresher lenses (e.g., Fig. 2c).
Vertical advection is much more variable, and contributes both positively and negatively, often opposing
vertical mixing for both MLT and MLS budgets; in
general its impact on the budgets, in all domains, is
smaller than mixing, with the exception of a few periods
(e.g., September in Fig. 11e). We are unsure if any single
process drives vertical advection in these areas; it is
likely that this term is controlled by a complex combination of ML dynamics and thermocline adjustments
(i.e., Rossby waves).
The annual Rossby wave is slow enough (Fig. 7) that it
should imprint itself into the monthly means we work
with. Attribution to MLT/MLS seasonal anomalies,
however, is challenging, as there is no signature of the
wave in the horizontal convergences of heat/salt, and
subsurface fluxes are often also associated with winds
and boundary layer dynamics. The impact seems to
manifest clearly only in reductions of subsurface cooling
during certain periods. In contrast, reductions in positive
salt fluxes from vertical processes do not correlate well
with thermocline deepening; the aforementioned surface lenses common in the freshening seasons are the
likely modulators of these fluxes. (We explore this in
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detail in a subsequent study.) Hence we think that the
overall Rossby wave influence on seasonal MLT/MLS is
small, and limited in space and time, which is generally
hinted at in Fig. 7. This does not rule out indirect influence by the wave in the westward migration of patterns
(see section 6a).
One of our goals is to assess the role of eddies in the
ML heat and salt budgets, which was previously overlooked (e.g., Halkides and Lee 2011; Da-Allada et al.
2015). For the most part, we find that the contribution of
eddy variability to the MLT and MLS seasonal budgets
is small (see black lines in Figs. 9 and 10). In the MLT
(MLS) budget, eddy variability mostly contributes with
cooling (freshening) year-round in the west and central
domains, with a few notable reversals in late summer/
early fall (e.g., Fig. 9b). In the eastern domain, eddy
variability makes a significant (in relation to other
terms) impact on MLS, but similarly to other domains a
weak impact on MLT, with the exception of August
when it induces significant warming.
Although POP captures the spatial pattern and the
seasonality of EKE in the TSIO, it underestimates the
magnitude of EKE, roughly by a factor of 2 (see Fig. 8a).
This is still insufficient to make eddy fluxes a significant
term (in relation to other dominant processes), except
perhaps for July–September in the eastern TSIO. We
discuss the role of eddy variability under a different
context in section 6b, when we look at the CINDY2011
data and particle trajectories.

d. Model budgets versus observation budgets:
Understanding the residuals
Residuals in calculated heat and salt budgets are
often attributed to unresolved processes. Here, by comparing the full model budgets with their observationderived counterparts, we are able to assess where the two
methods agree, and consider the consistency of residuals
in the latter with specific processes, and where there is
disagreement. It is important to highlight again the general good agreement between model and observations for
all comparable terms (i.e., tendencies and horizontal advection), lending confidence to both the model results
and our estimates derived from the measured data. To
make these comparisons we must rescale the POP surface
and vertical fluxes to try to account for the bias in MLD (a
doubling factor depending on the time of the year and
region). The bias in MLD affects little the other terms.
Using the model balance as a guide, the positive residuals in the west MLS budget (Fig. 9d) are not likely
resulting from vertical fluxes or entrainment, which are
too small during most of the year (Figs. 9a and 11a).
Attribution to any missing process is particularly difficult here because of differences in the role of zonal
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advection between model and observational budgets
(red lines in Figs. 9a and 9d). For the west domain MLT
budget (Fig. 10d), missing vertical mixing and entrainment likely account for most of the residuals in January–
July (see Figs. 10a and 11d).
In the central domain, the MLS residuals (Fig. 9e)
during summer are consistent with the model’s vertical
flux pattern (and in sometimes also with the eddy fluxes)
(Fig. 9b), and these explain most of the residuals during
most of the year. The MLT residuals in the central domain (Fig. 10e) are mostly accounted for by the combination of vertical fluxes and entrainment (Figs. 10b
and 11e), with the exception of a few months. The
smaller residuals in the central domain are also consistent with the model-predicted reduction in entrainment
cooling, relative to the west. In the west and central
domains, the residuals during August–December, when
vertical fluxes are weaker and ML shoaling leads to
detrainment in the model, remain mostly unaccounted
for.
Because of large model–observations disagreement
in the east for resolved budget terms, the model is not
as useful to diagnose the MLS budget. The residuals
(Fig. 9f), however, are fully consistent with the strong
positive salt fluxes into the ML from vertical processes
seen in the model (Fig. 9c). For MLT, the model indicates that vertical processes (Fig. 10f) do not contribute significantly to the negative residuals in summer, and
so we cannot explain these. The small positive residuals
during June–September (Fig. 10f) may be related to
small biases in the advection components, since the
meridional heat gain is larger in the model than the
observations (pink lines in Figs. 10c and 10f), which
show weaker southward currents (e.g., Fig. 4).
As discussed above, not all the residuals can be ascribed
to missing processes provided by the model. Sometimes,
residual attribution to subsurface processes is blurred by
model–observation quantitative disagreement on advection terms (e.g., meridional advection of salt is higher in
the model during fall and winter in the central domain).
Lateral induction in the model advective term is not likely
to account for such disagreements, as this term is usually
estimated to be no more than 10%–20% of mean ML
advection (e.g., Kim et al. 2007); model–observation differences in circulation and tracer distribution likely drive
the disagreements in horizontal advection; furthermore
we remind the reader that advection in the observations is
inherently subject to large sampling uncertainty and cannot be easily checked for biases. Tendencies, on the other
hand, after factoring the entrainment/detrainment, are in
excellent agreement in all regions.
Even after MLD rescaling, model surface freshwater
(heat) fluxes during the warm and wet summertime are

weaker (only slightly weaker) than in the observations.
We find no significant biases in the observed surface
fluxes (see appendix A for a description of random error
and bias estimation), such that residuals during these
times may indicate that exchanges with the subsurface
are more vigorous than implied by the model (rather
than errors).

6. Impact of seasonal cycle on upper ocean
variability in the SCTR
a. Seasonal westward jet
In late winter and spring, the onset of southeast trade
winds and the associated Ekman pumping over the
eastern half of the basin trigger mass adjustments that
are communicated to the SCTR, on the time scale of
several months, via the annual Rossby wave (Périgaud
and Delecluse 1992; Masumoto and Meyers 1998;
Schott et al. 2009; Trenary and Han 2012). A thermocline depression then spreads westward from the southeast trailed by westward currents between approximately
128 and 88S (Fig. 12; see also Fig. 7d).
This seasonal near-surface jet in the wake of the annual Rossby wave (e.g., Figs. 12d–f), appears to have not
been described before, but likely is comprised of a
geostrophic component [as detected over many depths
by Johnson (2011)] caused by thermocline displacements and an Ekman, wind-forced component. First
appearing around June (Fig. 12a) as part of the South
Java Current, it subsequently strengthens and expands
westward until it connects with the SEC, reaching the
edges of the SCTR by November–December (Fig. 12f).
The jet currents disappear in the east during the northwest monsoon (Fig. 12b). Despite the obvious association (e.g., Fig. 7d), it is unclear at this point how much
the annual Rossby wave controls the jet’s space–time
variability, as well as its relationship to the Java–South
Equatorial Current system, versus direct wind forcing.
As shown in section 5, the jet impacts the seasonal MLT
(east lag) and MLS budgets (central freshening ahead of
wet season) through the zonal advection term. The jet is
also present in 2011 [see Figs. 5 and 6 of Seiki et al. (2013)],
but it was not identified as such by the authors, even
though they recognize that waters observed during November 2011 come from the southeastern TSIO. We now
demonstrate that this jet transports distinct eastern waters
and affects upper ocean structure in the western TSIO/
SCTR as observed during CINDY2011.

b. Water mass origins: Results of particle tracking
Observations at 88S, 80.58E in mid-November 2011 show
the arrival of a colder and fresher water mass (Figs. 2c,d)
in the upper 100 m, after the thermocline deepening in
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FIG. 12. Maps of Argo-derived, climatological seasonal anomalies of the depth of 208C isotherm
(z208C) for select months overlain with vectors of monthly averaged near-surface currents
from OSCAR.

October, associated with a decrease in SST and surface
salinity (Fig. 2b). An examination of the meteorological
observations from the ship (Fig. 2a) and RAMA buoy
network is sufficient to see that local freshwater fluxes are
too small to cause the anomalous freshening, and that heat
fluxes are net warming. We attribute this cooling to indirect
impacts of the seasonal advection of east TSIO waters by
the westward jet in the wake of the Rossby wave, namely,
to variations in the transport of east TSIO waters by eddies
embedded in the jet.
To illustrate this point, in Fig. 13 we plot the trajectories
and associated temperature and salinity history of virtual
water parcels backtracked through MERCATOR’s surface flow field, starting 11 November around 88S, 80.58E.
The trajectories confirm the far eastern TSIO origins of
water particles. The trajectories complement our analysis
of ML salt and heat fluxes in the central and east domains of section 5, since, according to the Argo record
(Figs. 14a,b), 2011 is a typical year, with weak ML
anomalies as well as near-normal circulation, and hence
representative of the seasonal mechanism we describe.
We draw attention now to the fresher and often slightly
colder lenses in the ML seen October–early November in

the CINDY2011 observations (Figs. 2b–d), prior to the
arrival of the east water mass in the second week of November. The lenses cannot be explained by local surface
fluxes either (see the lack of rainfall in Fig. 2a); they were
not discussed by Seiki et al. (2013), who focus solely on
SST changes. Seiki et al.’s heat budget [see Fig. 11 in Seiki
et al. (2013)] indicates surprisingly small roles for advection during these times. We note, however, that there
is a large residual in their budget, suggesting possible
large errors in some of the terms, and their interpretation
of the heat budget for the abrupt cooling is inconsistent
with their particle tracking and direct eastern origin of
water parcels.
The MERCATOR T/S history of the tracked parcels
helps in understanding the role of eddy transport, which
we define here as any flow with variability with time
scale shorter than a month. In 2011, water parcels originate off the coast of Sumatra and Java, with three main
water types being obvious (warmer in the north, colder
in the south, very fresh from near the Sunda Strait).
Parcels are then transported nearly zonally between
approximately 1058 and 808E, consistent with the seasonal jet pattern, although trajectories in the southern
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branch are subject to substantial influence by eddies that
are more active in this area during July–December (e.g.,
Feng and Wijffels 2002). Using monthly averaged OSCAR
or POP currents when computing trajectories also corroborates the general eastern origins of the water parcels, but the trajectories show a more directly eastern
origin in OSCAR and a more northeastern origin in
POP, without branching.
When the history of the water parcels is examined, we
note that waters from the northern branch cool and then
warm, whereas the waters from the southern branch
tend to steadily warm as they are transported westward
(although with some intraseasonal variations), and waters from all branches become progressively saltier (also
with some intraseasonal variations in the southern
branch). The water types mix both laterally and vertically along the track, retaining their relative low salinity
and cool temperatures, with the source of the particles
equally split (’1/3) between the south, north, and Sunda
Strait branches.
These changes suggest, not surprisingly, that the
eastern water mass T/S signature in the ML can be
substantially eroded. The average of end point T/S
matches well with the T/S of the 70-m water type in
CINDY2011 (;278C, 34 psu; Figs. 2c,d), lending further
confidence to our origin interpretation. The complex
along-track T/S history, subject to substantial mixing
and to the influence of atmospheric fluxes, adds to the
character of the intraseasonal SST and SSS variations
observed in CINDY2011 and supports the notion that
the ML lenses are products of eddy transport. To
properly understand the contribution of remote processes (e.g., upstream precipitation and lateral stirring)
to the evolution of intraseasonal SST anomalies, however, will require one to budget the history of water
parcels along their trajectory. These fresher and colder
near-surface lenses, as well the water mass centered
around 70 m, also impact the stratification in the upper
ocean and may impact ML dynamics, something we
explore in a future investigation. For our purposes
here, the particle trajectory history and T/S signature
support the assertion that the seasonal jet underscores
most of the observed changes in SST and SSS at 88S,
80.58E.

FIG. 13. Near-surface (upper 20-m average) virtual parcel trajectories back-tracked for 150 days starting 11 Nov 2011 around
88S, 80.58E. Circles mark the daily float position with colors
showing the (top) temperature and (bottom) salinity of the model
water parcels.

sectors of the Seychelles–Chagos thermocline ridge
(SCTR; west and central boxes) and the easternmost
area, off the coast of Java and Sumatra (east box). Our
main conclusions are as follows:
d

7. Conclusions and discussion
The seasonal cycles of mixed layer (ML) temperature
and salinity along the TSIO are the subject of this investigation. To understand the processes driving the
seasonal cycle in this vast region, we calculated ML salt
and heat budgets in a model and in gridded observations
for three subdomains, covering the western and eastern

1967

d

Ocean dynamics control seasonal changes of mixed layer
salinity (MLS; Fig. 9) in the SCTR (west and central domains); meridional advection drives increases in ML salinity in austral fall–winter whereas zonal advection drives
ML freshening in spring–summer. Surface freshwater
fluxes play a secondary role, driving ML freshening in the
peak wet season (DJF). In the eastern TSIO, the budgets
were inconclusive, with no dominant process, perhaps
reflecting the weak seasonality observed in this region.
Surface fluxes control the seasonal cycle of mixed layer
temperature (MLT; Fig. 10) in all three domains, in
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FIG. 14. Time series of domain volume averaged anomalies of
mixed layer (a) temperature and (b) salinity derived from the Argo
product. Anomalies obtained by removing the seasonal cycles
shown in Fig. 3 from the full record. The domains used for averaging are shown in Fig. 1. The light gray shading indicates the period of the CINDY2011 measurements.

d

agreement with previous studies (e.g., Foltz et al. 2010;
Halkides and Lee 2011). However, during late winter
and early spring we show that zonal advection leads
to early warming in the west (when combined with
subsurface processes) and early cooling in the east,
explaining a 1-month lag/lead in the cycle between east/
west (e.g., Fig. 7). Ocean processes are also important
to explain the slower cooling of and general warmer
MLT in the east TSIO during fall.
In POP, vertical/subsurface processes (Fig. 11) play
a secondary, albeit nonnegligible, role in meridional
(zonal) advection for seasonal MLT (MLS) changes
in the SCTR. In the eastern TSIO, they are important for MLS, mainly because of stronger salinity
stratification near the surface in this region, but less
so for MLT because of the deep thermocline associated with the annual Rossby wave when the strong
southeast trades are blowing. In all three domains,
turbulent mixing dominates cooling and an increase
in salinity year round, while entrainment and vertical advection are secondary and often oppose
mixing. As a consequence, vertical processes do not
display a clear seasonal cycle, unlike suggested in
Foltz et al. (2010).
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There is qualitative and, in several instances, quantitative agreement between the model- and
observation-based budgets. But we note that model
surface heat and freshwater fluxes are weaker than
in the observations (in great part due to the model
biased-deep ML), and furthermore, that observation
residuals are often large, indicating that vertical processes may be more important in reality than the model
suggests. We stress the importance of taking into
account the uncertainty, including possible biases, in
the observation-based estimates of budget terms when
interpreting its residuals.
The model budgets indicate that, in general, eddy
fluxes contribute little to the seasonal MLT and
MLS changes across the TSIO, with the exception of
certain months in the east region. This assertion
likely holds true despite the fact that POP somewhat
underestimates the surface EKE. Previous studies,
due to their coarse resolution or limited spatial
coverage, have not been able to evaluate the impact
of eddy activity on seasonal ML budgets.

The conclusions above are qualitatively robust for
the chosen areas, which were chosen to highlight the
differences and similarities in the dynamics across the
TSIO. Quantitatively, however, there is substantial
sensitivity in the budgets to the meridional limits for
the west and central domains. This sensitivity occurs
because the annual cycle north of 68S is out of phase
with the cycle to the south and is influenced by a
semiannual cycle; in contrast, extensions to 158S impact little our results. Nonetheless, we deem our results applicable to the whole TSIO.
Past research has taken a fragmented look at the
seasonal budgets, choosing to focus on one specific
area only. We highlight the role zonal advection plays
in connecting the changes in the east with those in the
west. The influence of Rossby waves and associated
changes in thermocline depth on MLT and MLS is
limited to certain months and even then is of secondary importance. Thus, we are able to explain certain features of the MLT and MLS cycles that have
been previously overlooked, such as the lag in the
MLT cycle in the eastern TSIO and the early observations by Menezes et al. (2014), which show a poor
relationship of SSH and SSS in the Indian Ocean between 2011 and 2013.
In taking a comprehensive view, we are also able to
identify the timing when the seasonal cycle and its
driving mechanisms are more susceptible to perturbations that can impact the TSIO climate. Currents
from the observations and models used here show a
seasonal westward jet centered at 88S that occurs in
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the wake of the annual downwelling Rossby wave, as
part of the adjustments to the onset of dry monsoon
winds in the eastern side of the basin. This jet essentially controls the zonal advective term, and thus
drives the widespread ML freshening in the SCTR
region and the cooling in the east during late winter
and spring, in agreement with early work by Durand
et al. (2013). Particle tracking results corroborate
that, in a typical year, such as 2011, the jet brings
relatively fresher/colder waters from the east to the
central TSIO, materially connecting the two regions.
Although this influence wanes to the west, into the
core of the SCTR, where meridional and vertical
processes are also important, we posit spring to be a
pivotal time throughout the TSIO. At this time, TSIO
climate patterns would be sensitive to perturbations
of this east-to-west water transport, which could
originate from variability in the monsoon winds or in
source waters. Further research into the underlying
dynamics of the jet, therefore, may prove useful to
understand its variability. The implications of this
seasonal water exchange to scale interactions at the
high-frequency (intraseasonal SST fluctuations) and
low-frequency (IOD events) ends of the spectrum of
air–sea interaction variability are addressed in follow
up studies.
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APPENDIX A
Budget Uncertainty and Bias Estimation
Uncertainty in the tracer (T or S) tendency and
advective terms of (3) is quantified by propagating
sampling errors in the monthly ML tracer fields T and
S («T and «S , respectively), and in monthly averaged
OSCAR u and y currents («U and «V , respectively) as
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where Dt 5 1 month, r
Dx
5 Dy 5 18 and «(UT)x 5
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) 5 « T 1 «V 2 are the errors
VT
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T
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of the zonal and meridional tracer flux, respectively.
To estimate «T and «S as a function of time and
domain, we use an area-averaged (equal to our boxes)
of the tracer’s one standard deviation from the 38 3 38
binned Argo ML product. This is needed because the
18 3 18 objectively interpolated product does not
output errors. Based on reported root-mean-square
differences (RMSDs) between OSCAR and drifter velocities for the TSIO (http://oscarweb.esr.org/drifters.
php), we use constant values of 0.10 and 0.09 m s21 for
«U and «V , respectively, after taking into account our
monthly averaging of the OSCAR data.
The surface freshwater fluxes uncertainty is estimated as
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
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«SFF 5 t
h2 E
h
h
(A4)
where «E is the evaporation error reported in
OAFlux, «P is the error in precipitation reported in
TRMM, and «h is the uncertainty in the MLD estimated as done for T and S. Likewise, for surface heat
fluxes we use
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TABLE A1. Typical random errors for budget terms in each domain. Units are 8C day21 and g kg21 day21 for heat and salt fluxes,
respectively. Value in parentheses for surface heat flux error is the estimate using ISCCP instead of ERA-I.
Variable
 ›
›T
S
« ,«
›t
›t
T
 ›U
S
›U
,«
«
›x
›x
T
 ›V
S
›V
,«
«
›y
›y
«SHF , «SFF

West
23

Central
23

23

4.8 3 10 , 1.7 3 10

7 3 1023, 2.2 3 1023
5.4 3 1023, 1.6 3 1023
3(2.2) 3 1023, 2.5 3 1024





2h
2h
1 0:38 exp
and
A 5 0:62 exp
0:60
20:0




2h
2h
B 5 1:03 exp
1 0:019 exp
0:60
20:0
are the parameters for the Jerlov water type 1A. In
the above, «LH and «SH are, respectively, the objective
interpolation errors for the latent and sensible heat
fluxes reported in OAFlux; «SW and «LW are, respectively, the shortwave and longwave radiation
fluxes errors in ISCPP and ERA-I data. The latter two
are estimated as the product’s RMSD to monthly
means formed from available flux data in RAMA
buoys within the TSIO. Because of the buoy’s limited
spatial and temporal coverage, these errors are taken
to apply in all three domains.
All errors above are assumed to be random and uncorrelated. Equations (A1)–(A5) are estimated at each grid
point i and then domain averaged as
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1
N

N

å «2i ,

2.8 3 10 , 1.2 3 10

4.6 3 1023, 2.6 3 1023

7 3 1023, 2 3 1023

1 3 1022, 3.6 3 1023

5.7 3 1023, 1.5 3 1023
2.7(2) 3 1023, 2.3 3 1024

rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 2
1
(A5)
«SHF 5
«Q 1 «2q 1 (Q2q2h )2 «2h ,
2
2h
h
h4
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
with «Q 5 «2LH 1 «2SH 1 «2SW 1 «2LW and «q2h 5
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
«2SW A2 1 «2h Q2SW B2 , where

«5

East
23

(A6)

7.7 3 1023, 2.4 3 1023
3.8(2.9) 3 1023, 3.6 3 1024

(1%–5% of typical fluxes) wet bias, largely due to differences in precipitation between TRMM and the rain
gauges. For the latent heat flux component, the bias is at
most 4 W m22 warmer; for the sensible component, the
bias is less than 0.5 W m22. Shortwave radiation fluxes
on the other hand, have a 10–12 W m22 warm bias. Only
two buoys have (one buoy has) usable data, providing no
more than 47 (12) overlapping months to compare
longwave radiation measurements to ERA-I (ISCCP).
The bias in the gridded longwave radiation is calculated at 15–20 W m22 more cooling; the combined net
heat flux at the surface is estimated to be 25 W m22
(using ERA-I; near zero using ISCCP/OAFlux), but
this number must be viewed with caution due to the
limited data for comparison. The biases reported for
ERA-I here are calculated after a bias correction is
applied. This correction is done at every grid point by
adding the bias from a linear regression between
ERA-I and ISCCP radiative fluxes using data for the
overlapping period (2005–09) of the two products,
wherever the regression coefficient passes a goodnessof-fit test at 95% significance level.

APPENDIX B
Particle Tracking
To backtrack the virtual water parcels through a
model flow field u as passive particles, we solve

i51

where N is the total number of points within the domain.
Table A1 gives typical errors estimated for the budget
terms in each domain. The sampling errors can be quite
high, particularly for advection, but
the magnitude of these
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
errors decreases by a factor of 1/ 12 in the climatological
means we examine here. These sampling errors are relevant when examining a particular year.
Using the RAMA buoy data, we also examine biases
in the fluxes from gridded products. Any biases are
likely to impact our budgets the most during summer
when the ML is shallowest. For the net freshwater fluxes,
the OAFlux/TRMM combination show a very small

dx
5u
dt

(B1)

numerically with a fourth-order Runge–Kutta scheme,
using a dt of 1 day. The values of u, T, and S at the particle
location are determined via bilinear interpolation, and are
taken as the average of the upper 20 m. The T/S value
recorded along the trajectory is diagnostic only. A total of
121 particles are initialized a tenth of a degree apart
(approximately Mercator’s resolution) in a 18 3 18 box
around 88S, 808E and backtracked for 150 days. If the
particle hits a land point, its last valid location is recorded
as its final position (referred to as origin in main text). Note
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that vertical displacements are ignored, which should not
be a significant issue for the time scale of interest here.
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